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FOCUS OF THE WEEK

Autumn
Making juice from fresh
produce
Where food come from
Learning new skills
Class: 6SR

Christian Values

Date:21st September 2020

Term: Autumn

HUMILITY
“I let someone else take my turn because they were more
excited about it than I was”- Gracie
“Taking turns means that everyone gets to have a go
even though you want to do it all the time.”- Leyton
MORALITY
“I really wanted to eat the fruit but everyone was excited
about making juice so I didn’t”- Brandon
Caring for Others
When the wasp got stuck it was quite worrying but we
gave it a piece of apple to lure it away from the press”Kelsey

This week we are buzzing about…
LEARNING POWERS IN ACTION
RESOURCEFUL
“While waiting for my turn on the press I played with the diggers which was actually really fun because
I got invent a new world and play which is something I don’t do and I really enjoyed it”- Harry
“I was really inquisitive about the press. I liked how it worked because there was a lot of cogs and
different types of nuts on it. I would definitely like to do it again”- Oakley
“I didn’t want to do the pressing part because it looked hard but the other children said it was fun so I
went for it”- Leah
REFLECTIVE
“I think we could have improved the use of the apple press by encouraging people when they were
chopping up the fruit as they were nervous as we had to wait for the fruit to be cut before we could
press it”- Katelyn
“I would have liked to have tried using different fruit and maybe if the apple press was smaller it
wouldn’t have been so hard to turn the handle”- Caitlin
RESILIENT
“When pressing the fruit, it was really, really hard to turn the handle. I couldn’t believe that I actually
managed to turn the handle, it was so tough!”- Katie
RECIPROCAL
“I thought the juice was really sweet, it definitely tasted better than the juice I normally drink.”- Wiktor
“It was lovely to see the children sat drinking their fresh juice and enjoying their shared experiences”Mrs Thompson

